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POP 3 Pool Yacht

Specifications

Notes

AB0600

The POP 3 Pool Yacht (Pop Out Pool 3 pieces) was 
designed with yacht crews in mind. The units breaks into 
3 pieces which are easier to handle while at the same time 
allows for better storage options on board. The BanaGrip™ 
non-slip top surface makes walking on the surface easy 
and comfortable. The removable jelly fish netting provides 
the option of using it if needed. Netted bags with ropes 
are included for sea weights to hold the netting down in 
the current. Includes 6 standardized connection points that 
allow any AquaBanas component to be easily connected.

Includes: Premium inflation kit, (6) sets of connector kits to attach side A and side B pool decks together, low profile Quick Access 
plus (2) connector kits, (14) netted bags with rope and #316 SS quick links (sea weights not included), 220cm depth netting, (3) storage 
wraps and repair kit.

• BanaGrip™ non-slip surface
• Made in 3 pieces for easy handling
• Drop stitch construction to maintain item shape and provide stability
• Hot air welded vs glued for best in class durability
• Low profile Quick Step for easy boarding from the water
• Anchoring and mooring points underneath
• Standardized connections offer unlimited modularity and customization
• Removable jelly fish netting with netted bags (sea weights for bags are not included)
• Designed for yachts and resorts

8m x 7m (26’ x 23’)

SKU DESCRIPTION INFLATED STORED WEIGHT

AB0600 POP 3 Pool 315” x 268” x 96” 
800 x 680 x 244cm

48” x 40” x 54” | 122 x 102 x 137cm 
Side A & B: 45 x 30 x 17” | 114 x 76 43cm EA      

 Netting: 45 x 30 x 13” | 114 x 76 33cm

470 lbs | 213 kgs  in 3 pieces 
Side A & B: 229 lbs | 103 kgs EA 

Netting: 71 lbs | 32 kgs
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